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OMEP Aotearoa Draft Submission Child and Youth Wellbeing Strategy consultation 
(Due 5 December 2018)  
 
OMEP Aotearoa  is a part of the World Organisation for Early Childhood Education 

(OMEP). OMEP is an international, interdisciplinary, non-governmental organisation 

(NGO) founded in 1948 in Prague, to benefit children under the age of 8 years 

throughout the world. OMEP provides a meeting ground for representatives from a 

range of professions and nationalities concerned with the wellbeing and education of 

young children and their families. OMEP is represented in more than 70 countries. It is 

affiliated to the United Nations, working collaboratively with UNICEF, UNESCO and the 

Council of Europe. 

 

OMEP Aotearoa has six Chapters across New Zealand.  Our aims include fostering 

wellbeing and the optimum development of every child; promotion of quality early 

childhood education in all its forms; promotion of a bicultural approach to the provision 

of ECE; furthering the development of multicultural values and practices in ECE; 

support for research; and fostering of international communication and cooperation.  

 

General 

 

- We support the intent of the Child and Youth Wellbeing Strategy, which is an 

opportunity that we applaud. OMEP Aotearoa joins with others in congratulating 

the government on this holistic approach which is a significant development for 

all children and young people in Aotearoa New Zealand, and for our society as a 

whole.   

- We affirm the seven principles approach, but suggest that the term ‘Treaty of 

Waitangi’ be replaced with ‘Te Tiriti o Waitangi’ as first affirming the Māori 

language versions, and second tying the principle into UNDRIP.1  

                                                
1 E.g. Affirming that indigenous peoples are equal to all other peoples, while recognizing the right of all peoples to be different, to 
consider themselves different, and to be respected as such, ...  Considering that the rights affirmed in treaties, agreements and 
other constructive arrangements between States and indigenous peoples are, in some situations, matters of international concern, 
interest, responsibility and character, https://documents-dds-
ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N06/512/07/PDF/N0651207.pdf?OpenElement 



- We particularly congratulate the government on its foregrounding of the United 

Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child and Te Tiriti o Waitangi.  Our 

submission is primarily focused on education. 

- We join with others in the Tick for Kids coalition in suggesting that the Child 

Impact Assessment Tool be used to support any revision of the proposed 

outcome framework, and all further development of the Child and Youth 

Wellbeing Strategy.   

- The Strategy’s focus on the voices of children and the child’s right to participate 

in matters affecting them is likewise applauded.  

- We suggest the policies be audited regularly to avoid any implications of things 

that are ‘done to’ children, rather than with them.  

- We ask that further explanation be reflected in the Strategy documents to make 

clearer how the proposed outcomes framework will be operationalised, to drive 

substantial change in policy and practice, so that children’s wellbeing is improved 

and their rights are promoted and protected.   

- Given the centrality of Te Tiriti o Waitangi rights, we further urge that the Child 

Impact Assessment Tool utilise other international instruments such as the UN 

Convention for People with Disabilities and the UN Declaration on the Rights of 

Indigenous Peoples.  

- We are pleased to see the breadth of the focus areas which include for example 

affordable housing and reduction of child poverty. Equity of outcomes is of the 

essence.  If we are to fulfil the Coalition Government’s goal for Aotearoa to be 

the best place in the world to be a child, then all parents, whānau and caregivers 

must have a liveable income’.   

 

OMEP Aotearoa follows others in suggesting adding a new layer to the proposed 

outcomes framework, between the ‘principles’ layer and the ‘desired outcomes’ layer, 

“enabling settings and processes”, and should include aspects such as: 

  

a.       Government Budget and investment 

b.      Government and community resources 



c.       Community-based capability and capacity 

d.      Partnership between Government and communities and    

community-based organisations especially between iwi and hapū 

e.      Legislation, policies and practices that promote and protect 

children’s rights 

f.        Cross cutting policies (e.g. including data protection policies, privacy 

settings, etc) 

g.       Child rights and wellbeing training (to support and enable 

implementation of the Strategy) 

h.      Mechanisms to enable children to participate in matters affecting 

them 

Matters pertaining to educational development and learning 
The Strategy covers such issues well. We are pleased to see that consultation has been 

completed with the Ministerial Advisory Group on the Early Learning Ten Year Strategic 

Plan.  

We support the NZEI Te Rui Roa (2018 p.2)2 suggestion that the following concepts be 

central: 

● every child can access quality public provision of community-based, locally 

responsive and culturally sustaining early childhood education services. 

● the Government’s commitment to the mana, hauora and wellbeing of children is a 

reality 

● there is a commitment to quality teaching and learning through a requirement for 

100% qualified teachers in centre-based, teacher led services, as well as a fairly 

remunerated and fairly treated workforce. 

● the rights of children are centre stage, and the mana of tamariki is celebrated in 

the presence of teachers, kaiako and whānau. 

 

There is a concern in your terminology and the term   ‘Disabled’ in section 11 (Appendix 

b ‘Disabled children and young people...’. Please note that the term is archaic. It is the 

                                                
2NZEI Te Rui Roa (2018) Shaping our Future A Summary of Recommendations for the Early Childhood Education 10 Year 
Strategic Plan 



‘person with a disability’ not the disability that should be addressed 3. Inclusive language 

‘recognizes that individuals with disabilities are – first and foremost – people. It 

emphasizes each person’s value, individuality, dignity and capabilities. ‘We suggest 

instead using the term ‘differing abilities. 

  

- We suggest that under the proposed outcome Learning and Developing the 

transition to early childhood education settings is included. 

- We strongly support paragraphs 44 and 45 in the Cabinet paper ‘Process for 

Developing the First Child Wellbeing Strategy-Jan 2018’ which place children’s 

voices at the centre of the strategy, while continuing to explore mechanisms for 

this.    

- Likewise, we agree with Child Wellbeing Strategy Work Programme And Budget 

Implications (Sept-2018) section 5. 4 We hope that transition educational support 

will be prioritized for young adults up to age 25 who are transitioning from State 

care.  

- We hope the Coalition Government’s approach to education will ameliorate the 

neo-liberal foci of the past three decades5. We support addressing the 

overarching issue of private and public priorities for expenditure in education as 

stated in Priorities for Education (2017, p 23)6. 

 

On an overarching basis:  

We support the Tick For Kids recommendations as follows: 

- roles of different stakeholders and child rights duty bearers to be made more 

explicit in the proposed outcomes framework and the Child and Youth Wellbeing 

Strategy work, importantly the various roles of government, NGOs and 

                                                
3 See e.g. https://www.reachcils.org/resources/disability/disability-rights/guidelines-writing-and-referring-people-disabilities 
4  5.1. better reflecting Te Ao Māori, the important contexts of family, whānau and culture in children’s lives and the importance of love and of 
play; 
 5.2. better communicating the framework in ways that are accessible and empowering for children and young people; and  
5.3. the possibility of adding to or amending some of the draft wellbeing domains and focus areas, for example a new domain for children’s 
agency and voice.  
5 Stuart, M. (2018). ‘An end to neoliberal ideas underpinning ECE’ in Early Education vol. 63, pp 24-25 
6 Child Poverty Action Group (2017). Briefing for the Incoming Government. 



community-based organisations, families and whānau, parents and caregivers, 

iwi, hapū, and the business community/private sector.  

- Partnership between government and those organisations and people who are 

directly caring for, supporting and servicing children and young people every day 

will be essential in achieving the vision and outcomes of the Child and Youth 

Wellbeing Strategy in practice. It is essential that the sense of ownership for the 

implementation of the Child and Youth Wellbeing Strategy is fostered and held 

more widely than just by government.  

- that funding to support evidenced based initiatives provides continuity and 

consistency for children and young people. 

   

More specific recommendations: 

 

●  Focus area 1: amend the first bullet point to read ‘live in respectful and 

responsive and healthy homes7. 

● Focus area 2: Include children in work as well. Under second bullet point, 

suggest include injury and death of children at home as well.  We are concerned, 

however that opportunities for calculated risk taking in play are being continually 

lost, with opportunities for play that test children’s abilities.8    

●  Focus area 11: The focus should not merely be on children and young people 

with differing abilities having ‘improved opportunities and outcomes’, but to be 

able to be fully included to enjoy a full and decent life.   

● Focus area 7: there needs to be a stronger focus on refugee children and young 

people, LGBTQI+ children and young people should be included, with a focus on 

bullying prevention. 

                                                
7 See Bedford, M, (2018) ‘Loving relationships, beautiful spaces’ Early Education vol 63, pp24-25 
8 Stephenson, A. (2003). Physical risk-taking: Dangerous or endangered? Early Years, 23, 35-43.; Beatson, J (2018) An open letter 
to Jacinda Ardern, in ‘Early Educational 63, 23-24; White & Kelley (2013). Pedagogy beyond the gate: The Nageire Project, 
University of Waikato 
 



● Focus 14:  Extending the focus to the first three years. Suggest: Children 

experience best development in the early stages of life, with safe and positive 

pregnancies and responsive parenting (conception to 3 years old).9 

● Focus 15: Suggest the early years be defined as birth to six. 

 

 

 
 

                                                
9  Wahlberg, A. & Rose, N. (2015).’The governmentalization of living: calculating global health’; Economy and Society 44(1) 
DOI:  0.1080/03085147.2014.983830  
In this they talk about ‘governmentalization of living, in the course of which the social and personal consequences of living with 
disease come to be an object of political concern, and made knowable, calculable and thereby amenable to various strategies of 
intervention’. 
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